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THE CHARMAN : The first item this afternoon is the Report of the

Ad Hoc Drafting Sub-Committee on Articles 50 and 51 and

consequential amendments to Article 55, Article 57 and Article

76. I shall proceed Article by Article with the Sub-Committee's

Report, and if there is any necessary explanation or comment I

imagine that eithor Mr. Holmes or Mr. Kellogg will take over the

responsibility for it.

Article 50, paragraph 1: it is recommended that this para-

graph be. approved without change.

If there is no comment I take it it is approved.

Article 50, paragraph 2: it is recommended that the words

"the United Nations and" be inserted immediately preceding the

words "other international Organizations" .

I take it that this paragraph as revised is approved.

THE SECRETARY: Mr.Chairman,my attention has been drawn to the fact

that the copies of this document in French have not been delivered.

They were supposed to have been delivered. If it is desired I

would be glad to read out the text of each paragraph as amended,

so that there can be no difficult tyon the part of any member of

the Committee in fully understanding the nature of the amendment

proposed.

THE CHAIRMAN: Article 50, paragraph 3: it is recommended that in

sub-paragraph (a) the words":or the members" be inserted

immediately following thewo-rd "Cgoanization".

TE SECRETARY: ThatwAill now read "Recommendations or determinations

relating to the discharge of the responsibilities of the Organizat-
ion or the members under Chapte IVU".

HEhHOARMAN: If there is no comment I take it that is approved.

Then it is recommended that in sub-apragraph (c) of para. 3

thew ord "or" in the last line be replaced by thew-ord. "and.

THE SECRETARY: The last line of the ArticlewAill then read, "as may

eO deemed appropriate under the cmmaodity principles or in the
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general interest".

MR. VAN TUYLL. (Netherlands): Mr. Chairman, in a former meeting I

suggested that it might be unnecessary to include the words

"in the general interest" after the criteria "under the commodit

principles" , as I suppose that the general interest would be one

of the factors of the commodity principles. I do not think it

very important, but I would like for/the record to knorw if the

Drafting Sub-Committee has deliberately left in these words.

MR. HOLIES (United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, I think the answer to

that is that we did consider the suggestion of the Netherlands

delegate that the words might be entirely removed, but that we

felt they had some value as broadening the basis of this sub-

paragraph, though at the same time we should agree or hope that

anything done as appropriate under the commodity principles

would be in the general interest. It seemed, therefore, that

in order to avoid drawing a sort of discriminatory line between

what was done under the commodity principles and what was done

in the general interest we might appropriately make this small

change, which members of the Drafting Committee all agreed

met, we hoped, every point of view.
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THE CHAIRMAN: Is there any furtherobjection?

Mr VANTUYLL (Netherlands): Mr Chairman, I an satisfied, thankyou. I

only wanted to make a remark because I was afraid that perhaps it would

be understood that the commodity principles mightnot be in the general

interest, but I am quite satissfied to leave it as it is.

THE CHAIRMAN: I take it that this amendment is areed to. (Agreed).

Article 50, paragraph 4: it is propsed that the word "mechanism" be

dleleted.

MR VANTUYLL (Netherlands): Mr Chairman, I apologize for again speaking in

this sub-Committee, but at the last meeting the Indian delegate suggested

the possibility of arbitration being included in this paragraph of

Article 50. Now I see that the drafting committee, instead of expanding

the meaning of this paragraph, has restricted it by dropping the word

"mechanism" That is exactly what we would like tointroduced,. mechanism
for arbitration.

Mr KELLOCG (USA): Mr Chairman, in reply to the question of the delegate

of the Netherlands, the Committee yesterdayworked on paragraph 4,of

Article 50 in connection with its work on paragraph 2 of Article 76, and

it was decided that we would leave paragraph 4 of Article 50 purely

as one of a list offunctions of the organization without goinginto

detail, whereas in Article 76 (2) we would spell out all the details

in respect to the handing. ofdisputes, and you will notice that in the

treatment in the sub-Committee's report on Article 76 (2) we have included

a mention of arbitration as one of the tools which might be used in the

settlement of disputes.

MRVAN TUYLL (Netherlands): I had seen that reference in Article 76 (2),

Mr Chairman, but I also notice that the subject of arbitration was only

mentioned with regard to the rulings of the Executive Board and not with

regard to the decision of the Conference; but I am quite prepared to

drop the subject here, if you will allow me to take the matter up again

on Aricle 76.

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes; I suggest that be done, and I assume that, in the
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absence of further discussion, this amendment is approved?(Agreed)

Article 50, paragraph 5: It is proposed that the words "and

promote the acceptance by members of" be inserted immediately fillowing

the words "to make recommendations for." Then there is a note: "As a

result of the sub-Committee' s consideration of this paragraph, it is

recommended that a new provision be added to Article 55."

MrHOUTMAN(Belgium) (Interpretation):Mr Chairman, I merely wish to ask

you a question. I do not quite see the meaning of paragraph5 of

Article 50, the second and third lines, "to assure just andequitable

treatment for the enterprises, skills, capital, arts a.nd technology"

and so on. Imyopinion, unless it is badwording,I cannot see the

real meaning of the word "arts." Perhaps we shouIdsay"artistic

processes." Otherwise, it does not make any sense, inmy view.

MR KELLCGG(USA): The purpose this word in this paragraphwas to covor

sucr matters as possibly copyrights and works like cinema films and

such things, which do involve artistic as well as technological skills;

and if the delegate of Belgiur can suggest a good term to put in there

to take the place of the word "arts" we shall be vory pleased to haveit.

Mr. HOUTMAN (Belgium) (Interpretation): Given the explanation, wich we

have just heard, I think the text would clearer and its scope would be

more general if we included such a phrase as "technological processes."

MR KELLOGG (USA): I think the Delegate of Norvay is correct in suggesting

that "arts" in English is the equivalent of "procedés artistiqcues" in

Fench, although I would scarcely like---

MR HOUTMAN (Belgium) (Interpretation): If I can have in my French text

"procedes artistiques" without changing the English text, I am thoroughly

agreeabe.

PALTHEY(France) (Interpretation): Mr Chairman, I merely wishto ask a

question of the delegate of the United States. Does he include in the

term "arts" copyrights for designs ofall kinds such as fashions, perfumes,

jewels, and so on, and would that be covered?

THE CHAIRMAN: That question I take it is addressed to the delegate of the

5-
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United States and not to the Chaire.

MRKELLOGG (USA): I would say that the answer to the French delegate is

Yes; we did intend it to cover just exactly that, and if it is felt by

any member here that we should expand the word "arts" to make it appear

broader, we shall be very glad. to do so.

MR DAO (China): Mr Chairman, I would like to ask for an elucidation from

the sub-Committee in regard to the insertion of the wods "and promote

the acceptance by members of" because I am wondering if they have any

importance in the mind of the sub-Committee and by what means the accept-

ance by members could be promoted.

MR HOLMES (UK): Perhaps I should answer that, because the initiative for

this alteration and for the suggested alteration we shall be coming to

in Article 55 came from. the United Kingdom delegation. I raised this

point I think at the last full meeting or the last meeting but one of this

Committee. If the Organization is to have as part of its functions the

recommendation of international agreements on these various points, and

if -such agreements are to come into effect, then it seemed to us desir-

able that every encouragement, at any rate, should be given to those

agreements to become effective. It would not be very much use to have

a draft agreement drawn up on these subjects unless the members, having

approved. them in principle, then became members of those agreements and

put them into force. The only form of promotion of acceptance by

members beyond the recommendation of such agreements in principle will

really be found in the sort of process that we have advocated, as is

suggested in the addition to Article 55, under which it will be seen

a member would undertake to give due consideration to these subsidiary

agreements and- to make up their mind within a reasonable time about

accepting them and becoming members of whatever organization or subsidiary

organization they may look to, and if they do finally decide not to join

such a body to explain why they have come to that negative decision.

That is the sort of promotion we had in mind.

MR PARANAGUA (Brazil): I want just a little explanation. With regard to
6.
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this international agreement, does that mean bilateral and multilateral?

I take it that it would cover both.

THE CHAIRMAN: I suppose it does, but I wall refer the question to the

United States delegate.

MR KELLCGG (USA): Yes, you are quite right. The purpose behind this para-

graph vas primarily of course to cover multilateral conventions on

these matters. Conceivably, I suppose, you might have a situation where

a bilateral agreement would do the trick, but normally that would not

be true.

MR PARANAGUA (Brazil): But that is not prohibited?

MR KELLOGG (USA): No.

MR PARANAGUA (Brazil): That is the only thing I wanted. Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN: Is the amendment proposed by the sub-committee agreed to?

I hear no objection. I take it it is;. and I assume also that with

regard to the question raised on the matter of the word "arts" it would

be satisfactory to the French-speaking delegates if note is taken of

our discussion in connection with the translation of the word into

French.

MRHOUTMAN (Belgium)(interpretation): I
am

quite satisfied, Mr Chairman.
THECHAIRMAN:Article .50, paragraph 6: It is recommended that this

paragraph be amended to read as follows: "To co-operate with the United

Nations and with other intergovernmental organizations generally in

the attainment of the economic and social objectives of the United

Nations and in the maintenance or restoration of international peace

and security, and in particular, in the achievement of an economy of

effort in the performance of the functions set out in this Article. "

C.fls. 7.
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The Chair would likewW to raise a point or o with reference to this

proposal. I do sowith some apology a& my usual purpose is to expedite

the consideration cf the matters before this wommittee. I have tvo slight

suwgestions to Make. I vould not press either one of them. They might.

perhaps just be noted. First, I wonder whether it is not rather illogical

to put at the end of this paragraph a phrase such as the one which begins

"in particular". It seems to me that that is rather anticlimactic and that

it would be better from a purely drafting standpoint it the Article were to

begin "To achieve an economy of effort in the performance of the functions

set ou t in this Article andto co-operate with the United Nations", and so

orth, and let the Articlee end on the high nothof maintenance and

restoration of international peace ond security. I kncw that is not a very

irjortant suggestion but it seems to me that the addition of this phrase

at the end is distinctly anticlimactic.

1 EOIJ7GN (Belgium) (Interpretation): I secMnd yourmproposal, Lw Chair an.

THE C1AIRIMN: I repeat, I do not attach great importance to it, but I think it

-ould be a little better drafting.

I hare a further suggestion, not very important, and I suspect that the

delegate from the United States will wish to take me cut and talk to me very

strongly for suggesting it, because it is a suggested change in wording that.

was in the original United States draft. The phrase "and in the maintenance

or restoration of international peace"u it seems to me, caght to read instead

"in the restoration awo maintenance". I imuld explain that just now we are,

I think, attempting to restore international peecw. le hope that wc !il

succeed and that thereafter the job of maintaining it will be a successful

one; and it seems to me, therefore, that it would be more logical and perhaps

somewhat more optimistic if we were to say "and in the restoration and

maintenance

], KMLLOGC (USA): The language in that paragraph was adapted from the language

in the United Nations Charter, but I think that the suggestion of the Chairman

car be easily accepted. It cectannly -does not ohaige the intent of th-

paragraph. -

TD A.IPkN: take it that the- amndments suggested by the Chair are
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acceptable to the Committee. (Agreed.)

Article 50, paragraph 7. It is recommended "That this paragraph be

approved without change." Any comments? (Agreed.)

Article 51. It is recommended "That this Article be amended to read

'The Organisation shall have as its principal organs: a Conference, an

Executive Board, Commissions as established under Article 61, and a

Secretariat*"

THE SCRETARY: There is a small typographical error in that Article. The

word "and" in the second line should, of course, be "an",

THE CHAIRMAN: If there is no comment, it is agreed.

Article 55. It is recommended "That the following now provision be

added to Article 55, as paragraph 5 thereof: '5. The Conference may

develop and, by the affimative votes of two-thirds of its members,

recommend for their acceptance, conventions and agreements with respect

to any matter within. the competence of the Organisation. Each member

undertakes that it will, within eighteen months after such recommendation

by the Conference, make a decision upon it. Each member shall notify the

Director-General of the action taken and, in the event of rejection of such

recommendation, shall furnish a statement of the reasons therefor. "'

(The Belgian. delegate, Mr Houtman, drew the
attention of the Committee to an inconsistency
between the wording of the English and French
texts. The necessary amendment in the. French
text was duly noted by the Secretariat.)

If there is no further discussion, I take it this amendment is agreed.

(Agreed..)

Article 57. It is recommendad. "That the following new paragraph be

added to Article 57, as paragraph 5: '5. Any member of the Organisationwho

is not a member of the Executive Board shall be invited to send a representa-

tive to any discussion by the Board of a matter of particular and substantial

concern to that member. Such representative shall, for the purpose of such

discussaohave All the rights of Board members, except the right to vote. "

Are there any comments?

MR NAUDE (South Africa): Mr Chairman, as I said before in principle I

wholeheartedly support this amendment. I realise the difficulty of drafting
9.
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the Article so that there are no difficultios of interpretation. I shall

therefore not pursue it at all, except to suggest that if we are to follow

the words in the Charter we had bettcr change "who" to "which" "- "the

Member which".

MR.AIAMILLA (Cuba) I see that in the French text the words "a toute seance"

appear, and in the English text it is "to any discussion". We discussed

that.point the other day, as to whether it was to the ful1 meting or to a

discussion of a particular item, and I think it is important that the texts

should agree here. I do not mind which it is, but it should be one or the

other.

MR HOLMES (U.K.): I think what we had intended at the Drafting Committee was

quite definitely what now appears in the English text. The point was a

small one but it did seem that if we worded. the new paragraph as in the

English text we did get round the suggestion which. had been made at the

full meeting before that we might, under the original proposal, be giving a

non meber of the Executive Board the right to stay on and listen to a1l
sorts of irrelevant matters once the part of the meetings which dealt with

relevant matters to him had come to an end - assuming that more than one iten

was taken at the same session; so that I think it is just a clerical error

that the word. "seance" appears in the French text.

MRBOUTMAN (Belgium) (Interepretation); I support the idea that this amendment
should be made, because it is justified and equitable, it seems to me, yet I

wish to ask one question. Who will decide whether a member not represented

on the Executive Committee may be allowed to attend a meeting when a question

concern him is being discussed, and how will it be deoided by an

ordinary majority or two-thirds majority? - subject, naturally, to the previous

consideration of the criterion itself according to which we would discuss

whether this question is a particular one and an important one. There remains

the question of the decision by the majority, a simple majority or a two-thirds

majority, and. the question of procedure generally speaking.

MR HOLMES (U.K.): The clue, I think, to the intention behind this suggested new

paragraph is contained in the word "inviteda"; that is to say, the iniative

might be expected to comefrom the Executive Board.
10
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My United Statescolleague .has pointed out that in that

respect the proposed new paragraph follows closely the termsof

Article 69 of the United Nations Charter, which provides that

the Economic and Social Council shall invite any member of the

United Nations to participate, etc. on somewhat similar terms.

MR. HOUTMAN (Belgium) (Interpretation): Therefore, Mr. Chairman, i

is logical to conclude that this decision is to be.taken by a

simple majority of the members of the Executive Board.

MR. DAO (China): Mr. Chairman, we agree in principle with the

purpose of this amendment. We think that a member who is not

a member of the Executive Board should have an opportunity to

state a case, but we are a little worried about its place in

the Charter. Article 57 deals with membership of the Executive

Board, the number of members, and so forch, and then we come

to paragraph 5, which says that any member of the Organization

who is not a member of the Executive Board shall be invited to

send a. representative, etc. We should have thought that the
would

Executive.Board, when it is constituted.,./draw up its own rules

to provide for the 'attendance of international organization

representatives or non-member representatives, so we think a

place should be found for this somewhere under Article 59

with regard to procedure.

THE CHAIRMAN: The Chair feels that the delegate from China has mac

a valid point, that the subject-matter of this proposed new

.paragraph. does not really have to do with membership of the

Executive Board, but does have todo with its sessions and

procedure, and while the decision does not rest with the Chair

I hope that we can agree to that suggestion with a minimum of

discussion.However if anyone'wishes to discuss it further,- 4 <. . . ;- -- . ... ,;~~~~~~ -._..i :
hei floei '>¢pen to them'-

~Al,,-I, KLA (.,b-: shaiians the Chair has. tken the -wod-
out- ofz A Au. I thOught'- Mer all in accord that the

2wo >J.



paragraph should come in and that it would be a matter for the

Drafting Committee to decide where it should go in the Charter.

THE CHAIRMAN: Is there any futher discussion?

MR.. LAURENCE (New Zealand): Mr. Chairman, I am still somewhat con-

cerned from the operational point of view with the word "shall"

in the second line and the word "any" in the third line. There is

no discretion left to the Executive Board, with this section in

the Charter, to have discussionsof any sort whatever in their

own councils, as it were. I think we can agree with the

principle, but I think it is far too rigid.
THE CHAIRMAN: I take it the delegate of New Zealand wishes us

simply to note that, comment as we pass upon the proposed

amendment?

If there is no further comment I take it the amendment

is agreed to?

Wepass next to Atrticle 76, paragraph 2.

THE SECRETARY: Mr. Chairman, there are two corrections to make in

the textparagraph2. In the second sentence the words
"as may be appropriate should be struck out, and immediately

before the word. "refor", two lines down, the word "may" should

be inserted, so that the sentence will now read "Before giving

its ruling the Executive Board may require a preliminary report

from any of the Commissions or may refor the matter to arbitrat-

ion under procedures which it shall establish."

THE CHAIRMAN: The proposal then of the Sub-Committee is that this

paragraph be further amended to read as follows:

"1 2. Any questions or difference concerning the interpretation
of this Charter or arising out of its operation shall be

referred to the Executive Board. for a raling thereon. Before

giving its ruling the Executive Board. may require a

preliminaryreport from any of theCommissions or may

refer the matter to arbitration under procedures which it

12.
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shall establish. Any ruling of the Executive Board.....

............be referred. to the Conference"
There is a further suggested revision, but perhaps we

should take this paragraph by paragraph- There is a new paragra

3, which does not change the content:-

"3. Any justiciable issue arising out of a ruling of the

Conference ..... ... submitted to the Court under this

Article ."

MR. ALAMILLA (Cuba).: Mr. Chairman, I do not really understand this

and I would like to know more about it. Where does "Any ruling

of the Executive Board" etc. end, end where does paragraph/3
start?

MR. KELLOGG (United States): In answer to the question of the

delegate of Cuba, the thought was, to break old paragraph 2

of Article 76 about the middle, where it starts "Any justiciable

issue", and to give that a separate paragraph. In this way we

divide the old paragraph between a first part, dealing with

matters up to possible appeals to the world Court, and a

second part dealing with appeals to the Court.

THE CHAIRMAN : The delegate of Cuba has asked the question and I

would like to know whether he is satisfied?

MR. ALAWILLA (Cuba) I am perfectly satisfied with that. The only

thing I want to know is, what has become of all the discussion

that we have had about the words, "if.the Conference consents"

etc? I just want to know what the idea of the Sub-Committee was,

and if they are (as I suppose that they are) satisfied that the.

words are unnecessary?

MR. KELLOGG: There is no intention on the pert of the Sub-Committee

to change the previous decision of this Committee under which the

worda "if the Conference consents" were taken out, and the words

"in accordance with such procedures as the Conference shall

establish" were substituted for, them In other words, we retaine
the previous decision of/this Committee.

13.j-x. .':....x;,:.*<.''-'-. '. i!;,_.



MR ALAMILLA (Cuba): I amperfectly satisfied I was afraid that the

sub-Committee had changed it: .;

COMETEESARCRT-,T: I would draw the attentionr o the smm-Coxnritee to

the fact that the nate soys "That this papagrcnh be furaher omended."

MARA R;GCA (Brazil): Mr Cmhairan, I just want to know howttha+dworks.

Ie thore is a rglinZ from Ehe executive Doard, and then the Executive

Board asks tpe o-inion of themComdissiod an. if the Executive Board

sa"d: `Theingl"ir is all righe; wc shall not change it, " is there always

ppoo*,?rtunity ppealaeg~in' from this decision, or would the woy t

e.l ae 'b blocked and wdouf the decision of the Executive Board stand?

IMKELLOGo=OG (USA): Under the new draft the theory wouthdbe that a matter

would be referrey b the ExecueiBc oard to one of themCo0missions, if

a-wropriate, before it made its rugin- elsoian, nd the only ruling

resumably at thap 2oint would be the rulgn, you heSc referred to,

that of the Commission.f Ater the Comnmission had finished and filed its

report with the Board, then the Board would ooik it over, and give its

final ruling on the case.

ITARANAAUA : (Brazil): That means there would be no more - it wouldebc

final.

_KELLOLOGGUa SA)N Io. If anybody isg agrieecd underht-e last sentence

of new paragpa-h 2 anpa-peal could be taner to the Conference, and that

sentence is not changed: "Any ruling; of the ececutive Board. . shall

bd referred to the Conference."

laARANAGUAAG (Brazil): But heec is thexprjression "if the ruling is of

general application. " Does that mean that in a particular case one

could aepaal or only in cases of general application?

RKELL GG (USA): If a ruling affects only one or two members theth +ose

members can appeal; if the ruling affects all members, thenlanl members

can appeal to the Conference.

M APANAGUA A (BralLz ): But psuposing you have the case of one mberer who

does not think the decision is right, he can appeal to the Commission;

then it comes back to the Executive Board, and if it is not of general

'4.
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application, there can be a right of appeal?

MR KELLOGG (USA): No.

MR PARANAGUM (Brazil): No. then it goes to the Conference?

MR KELLOGG (USA): Yes.

MR PARANAGUA (Brazil): Thank you. I am satisfied, Mr Chairman.

MR PALTHEY( France) (Interpretation): Mr Chairrman, I wish to ask for

some clarification regarding the last sentence of Article 76, paragraph 2

which says: "Any ruling of the Executive Board shall. .... be referred

to the Conference," ard the ruling is made. here. Is it the ruling of

the Executive Board in generalor any ruling decided upon by the

Executive Board on the question of any interpretation of the Charter?

In other words, if the Executive Board when an issue is being discussed

reading implementation. of the Charter, decides upon this interpretation,

shall we, when we refer this to the Conference, invoke the decision of

the Executive Board?...?

,GLOGG (USA.): The thought there was that the ExecBbbutive Do. might

find it appropriate eo refcr a dispute to arbitratoon. H;wever, we

felt that it was desirable to have the Bakard mcing agrulin, on the

arbitrator's refort a'ter it was ready; in other words, we presumably

wculd noanyut =;rbody off at the arbitration stage:. they would still

have a chance to discuss it before the full Board. Thdn, unier the

last sentenne op new naragraany2, =ay aggriembermer-~r could go and

appeal to the Conference. I think we should rest this point, end the

question of wether-ow nmi ve rrght fine itabasiro1le to let the

Execuoive B6ard determine i. that case, that the Arbi'ratorl s report

should be final, with no more. recoursp to a?peal, I think it might be

felt desirable to provide for the enfing o. the dispute at that point if

it is a small matter and possibly we smould rake a note in our report

saying that the procedures which the Executive maard y establish

might include the right, to make the arbitratoon prnceedijgs final. But

khiwr We ought to have some Qpinions upxo that.

--ITHEY(France)(Interpr±nteetation): Mr Chairman, thereforea I vke it

15.
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we mast amend the text and envisage that when an issue is referred to

arbitration the decision should no longer betaten by the Executivè

Board at this stage, but that we should say very clearly that the decision

reached by arbitration is final and irrevocable. If the decision given
after arbitration. is to be the subject of anyappeal, then the appeal

should be outside the framerwork of the I. T.OC.It might be-perhars the

International Court of Justice or any other court, or perhaps no court

at all. You have threeduifecrentpo_ssb'ilities; but we cannot pass

frm.. the decisions of the arbita:tor on to a political plane.

MRKELLLOGG (USA): The thought there was that by using, theexp~ression

. under the procedures whichthe Board shall esabllish," you

would leave it open to theBDoard, on the facts of each case, to decide

whether the arbitral decision should be final or not. I spprose we

could havea- case which would have a certain political tinge to it

-here the Boad'mgiht feel that the arbitral award mgoht be very

a-lab'le but should not be final, and should reserve to itself the

right to make a final rulig- afeor the arbitration board had agreed.

That was the purpose of using the words "rrocedures which the Board

shall establish."

RRALAMILLA (Cuba):Mr Chairman, I accept the interretation of the

delegate of the United States; but I vvould also like to know whether

we are to take it that the ruling: of the Executive Board maymea

also that the parties myayever contest the fact of its being submitted

to arbitration

NRMV.,AN UYILL(Netherlands): There are tovwooints I would like to raise

ad'ndhe first one is this. I also feel, with the French delegate, that

it is inconsistent to have an craitration decision that is not final.

What I mean is that one does not ask for an arbitration once a decision

has been made by the Executive DoBrd. If the TxEcutive Board wants

advice it can ask the advice of expert-tsbut we should not call that

arbitratior-n. Artration to ymrmnd is a final decision. The other Popnt

is this, that to zymmind arbitration should be allieow in every f:.rina
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decision of the Organization. If the final decision is taken by the

Conference, to my mind arbitration and the other possibility of appeal

to an independent court should be open. NoTv, here ic are dealing with

another possibility of arbitration. That is arbitration in those cases

where a final decision has not yet been reached; and to my mind it

would not be wise to allow members,. at any stage of a disputer,. to ask

for arbitration; only in the case of a final decision by the Organization

should. there be any arbitration or appeal toahigher court. If the

Executive Board or any lower organ of the Organization came to the

decision that a question was not so important that at that stage in a

dispute there could be recourse to arbitration, I amquite prepared to

accept that; and I think that it would be very wise because it will

save a lot of time and the process of arriving at decisions will be

much quicker.

fols,~~ ~ ~ -
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But I do not feel that we should allow a. member in any stage of the dispute
even before the final decision of the Organisation has been reached, to press

for arbitration.

MR COLBLN (Norway): Mr Chairman, I entirely agree with the suggestion that

arbitration must be final, but I have also come to the sane conclusion as the

delegate of Cuba, that no party to the dispute can be forced to accept

arbitration. If those two points are clear, I think the proposed text by

the Sub-Committee is perfectly clear. Arbitration,by its own definition,

must be accepted by the parties in the Organisation. If that is so, then

I do not see any . risk at all in accepting the text.
(Interpretation)

MR PALTHEY (France):/ I think we have two possibilities whenever an issue arises.

We either refer it to a judiciary body or then to a political body in the

Conference, or the Executive Board, for instance. The second question is,

who is going to determine the nature of the question which is going to be

referred toarbitration or to the Conference? I think I myself should

like to propose - and here perhaps the Netherlands delegate would agree

with me - that if any issue arises then any issue could be referred to the

Executive Board, which will decide whether it is going to be solved within

ITO itself or be referred to arbitration; but if it is referred to arbitra-

tion I do not think the Conference should be allowed to go back on the
not

decisions of arbitration, and therefore we should/envisage further appeal here.

MR KELLOGG (USA): I wonder whether this change in the, language of the new

paragraph 2 would take care of the suggestions made by the delegates for

France and Holland. The second sentence might read:-

"Before giving its ruling the Executive Board may require
preliminary report from any of the Commissions, or it may rule

that the matter should be referred to arbitration for final
decision under procedures which it shall establish."

MR ALAMILLA (Cuba): Mr Chairman, I think the position is clearly this. The

Executive Committee can do two things. One is to refer the matter to

arbitration, for final decision, as the Norwegian delegate has said.

The other is to give its decision with or without a preliminary report of.
the Committee. Once the Executive Board have decided that, that decision of

the Executive Board is subject also to the opinion of the person interested.
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Hemay say, "I do not want any arbitration. It is costly; it takes a lot

of time; I do not believoe we should have it here." I think this point is

covered in the Article, but I think one phrase should be added, just in

case the matter be referred to the final arbitration, saying that in that

case only the arbitration decision should be subject to a further discussion

under the Court of Justice. That is, the only thing that I think is lacking

now.

MR HOUTMAN (Belgium)(Interprctation): I thinK there is a majoritywithin this

Commission wishing to discriminata between two stages, the administrative

stage and the judiciary stage. The former should be dealt with in paragraph

Fa 2 and the latter should be dealt with in paragraph 3. It seems that the

discussion goes on only because the two are being mixed up, up may I propose

the following amendment. In the administrative phase it is only natural

that the Executive Board will wish to look for enlightenment coming either

from the Commissions or from any experts whatsoever, so let us then say so;

and then in the second stage naturally the question can be referred to the

Court of Justice' or, if the parties do not wish to go that far, to mere

arbitration, but in both cases the administrative phase is over.SoI

propose that the first paragraph should read as follows: "Any question of

difference concerning the interpretation of this Charter shall be referred

to the Executive Board for rulingthereon. The Executive Board may require

a preliminary report from any of the Commissions in such cases as it deems

appropriate or refer the question for consultation to experts, and then the

question will be referred to the Executive Board and again to the Conference

if necessary."

.~~~~~~~1
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Then we should have paragraph 3r "Any justiciable issue afising out of

the ruling of the Conference with =opect q *n "etc. "may be

submitted by any party the dispute to the International Court of Justice

or referred to arbitration." Then the two things would not be mixed up.

MR. KEELOGG (United States): Iwould suggest that now that we have the ideas

of most of the Delogates we might refer this matter to a drafting sub-

committee. I do not think we can draft this Article in the full Committee

very well.

THE CHAIRMAN: The Chair recognises that there are two or three more who

want to speak, but I do want to say that this Article is taking a perfectly
enormous time. We spent a long time on it the other day, we have had a

drafting sub-committee at workon it, and here we are bogged down again.

Ido not know whether we shall ever get, overit in this fuIll Committee;

I hope we shall but I have a great deal of sympathy with the suggestion

of the United States Delegate, even if he does come from. my country.

We have some businessto transact this afternoon beyond this Article,

and I hope we can find sone way of cutting the Gordian knot. I suggest

that we pass on to the rest of our afternoon's work and appoint a small

sab-committee to work on this thing at the end of the afternoon.. If we

move on we shall be able to turn the matter over to the sub-committee

before it gots very late. Either that, or else, .while the sub-committee

works on, theother people have tea.

Mr.BURY (Australia): That's an idea. I should like to support your last

suggestion, Mr. Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN: If there is no objection, I will designate a small sub-committee

which shall not have tea, but shall work The seven victims are: the

Delegates of the Unted States, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands,

Belgium,France, Cuba and Norway, and if he would be so good, I would

suggest thlat the Delegate of Norway act as Chairman.

MR. COLBAN (Norway: I do not object, but. I do not think it is wise to waste

too much time on it. I think we all find that the text submitted by the
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drafting committee, in the light of the discussion whichh has taken place,

might be acceoted. We could perhaps accept the text submitted by the

Drafting Committee as it. stands and sond the minutes of this discussion

together with the text to the Interim. Drafting Committee, so as to get

over this point. Thore is not really, to my mind, a difference of

opinion between us. All wewant is simply to have a clear text.

MR. LEPAN (Canada): I should like to support strongly the suggestion made

by the Delegate of Norway.

MR. NAUBE (Union of South Africa): So would I.

MR. VAN TUYLL (Netherlands): I hope that the Noregian Delegate is right,

but I am not quite sure he is. If we had continued this discussion

I should have wanted to make some remarks on paragraph 3 of Article 76.

Does the drafting committee you wanted to nominate include paragraph 3?

If it is only paragraph 2 I do not object.
Mr. BURY(Australia): I merelyi wish to point out that I overheard the

Delegate of the United Kingdom suggest that we had tea anyway, even if

the suggestion of the Delegate of Narvvaywere acceptable.

THE CHAIRMAN : We seem to be wasting a great doal of timedeciding what

We should decide and whether we should have tea. I have no particular

choice in the matter, either in regard to tea or in regard to the text

of this Article, but I do suggest that we must find some means of

breaking off our discussion of thisematter and turn it over to somebody

for drafting, unless you want to accept the suggestion of the Delegate

of Norway. I am not myself convinced that this matter should simply

be left gor the Interim Drafting Committee. I do not think they should

have it without some further clarification of the draft by a sub-committee

of this Committee. I.still have the improssion that the sub-committee

should try to prepare a more acceptable draft for the approval of this

Committee. If that cannot be done this afternoon we possibly could

pass it on at thelast moment by bringing it up at the meeting early

next week although I had hoped that we couldclose the books todey.
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That was the reason for having the sub-committee work on it while the

rost of us had some tea.

MR. COLBAN (Norway): Then let us have the sub-committee now, immediately,

while the rest of the Committee go to tea.

THECHAIRMAN:All right, If the sub-committee wants to have tea as it

works, that is all right with the Chairman.

Afterashort adjourment:

THE CHAIRMAN: Gantlemen ,a few members of the Committee have not yet

returned from the recess, but we must move along, so that I shall call

upon the delegate of Norwwy to present his recommendations with regard

to this matter we have been discussing.

MR COLBAN (Norway): Mr Chairman, we have agreed on the following draft

of paragraph 2 of Article 76: "Any question or difference concerning

the implementation of the Charter, or arising out of its operation

shall be referred to the Executive Board. The Executive Board may

decide either to give a ruling, in the matter itself or to refer it, with

the consent of the parties, to arbitration upon such terms as may be

agreed by the parties." Then we go on: "Any ruling of the Executive

Board," etc.

THE CHAIRMAN:You have heard the recommendation of the Drafting sub-

Committee. Are there any further comments on this matter?

MR PARANAGUA (Brazil): Just one - to thank them for their sacrifice and

for the good job they have done.

THE CHAIRMAN: The Chair shares your view upon that. Weare greatly indebted

to them. If there is no discussion, I take it then that this is the

text to which this Committee agrees? (Agreed)

MR VAN TUYLL (Netherlands): Mr Chairman, when we were discussing Article 50;

paragraph4, I asked your permission to discuss the matter of arbitration

again on Article 76. In Article 76, paragraph 2, wehave settled the

22.
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question of arbitration for questions which the Executive Board decide

as fit subjects for arbitration, but tothe Netherlands delegation

it is of great importance that the rulings of the Conference should

be open to appeal to the International Court or to arbitration. As

the Article reads now, it says: "A ruling of the Conference may, in.

accordance with such precedures as the Conference may decide, be sub-

mitted by any party to a dispute to the International Court of Justicc."

That only goes for any justiciable issue arising out of a ruling of

the Conference; so that if questions which are not justiciable issues

could not be brought before a high inrdependent authority we feel that

it is very important that such an independent authority should be able

to decide on the matters brought before it, and we feel, too, that the

members of the Organization should not be prevented from bringing any

question they want before such a court. I am not afraid that the prestige

of the Conference will suffer if any decisions of the Conference are

brought before a court or go to arbitration, because if they have taken

wise decisions those decisions will be upheld by arbitration or by a

court. On the other hand, I am not afraid that members will appeal to

a court or go to arbitration on too many occasions, because it would

mean loss of prestieg for themselves if they risked a decision which

was contrary to their interests. I an afraid that if decisions have

been taken by the Conference, let us say by a two-thirds vote, or by

a vote which did not give a conclusive result, there may be decisions

in the Organization which can only be solved if they are brought before

a court. Therefore, I would once more like to ask this Committee if

they could not agree to introducing also in paragraph 3 the possibility

of arbitration. Up to now appeal to the International Court of Justice

wiIl only be possible on legal questions; on. questions which are not

legal I would very much like us to adopt the arbitration system.. I

do not think the Committee would agree to strike out the words "ary

Justicible issue arising out of," which would make the paragraph read

"a ruling of the Conferenc e can be submitted to the International Court,"
23.
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but a better solution, instead of striking out those words, would be

in my opinion to create an arbitration body which could be set up by

having experts appointed by the members of the Organization, and that

arbitration body should, in the opiniòn of the Netherlands Delegation,

be in a position to give final decisions on non-legal questions on

which the Conference has decided.

MRBURY (Australia): Mr Chairman, if this question of arbitration is to

be rejected into the prcceeding at all it willneed very considerable

discussion and clarification. It does seem to me that certain questions

of substance are involved here which we might defer for the next meeting

of the Preparatory Committee; and unless we have a series of special

meetings, I cannot see that we arelikely to agree on the points raised

by the Delegatefor the Netherlanads. It seems to me thatt either we

shouldd proceed to put through some draft such as the United States

draft, with the reservation by the Netherlands delegate, or that

we should just makea note that the question of arbitrationin re-

lation to those Articles will need discussion at the next meeting of

the Committee.

J fols.
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RMANihS-eDU:Tho Chnar e.a becn aoomt eac _akcbLt me sagge suo cstien,

nezcly, that ee tae notch of twe vievs od teg aelcJate of Nctherlands and,

in view of ehe grcat lackmefetio hnre eo haec an cxheustivc discussion eo latc

in ouo Confcrence, ehagree aorcc tc, this provisiomeaseaiandcd, simply taking

note cf eis vicws; and that leavemathe rztter autormatically open to further

discussion- am all natters arc, for that matter -e tethcmecxt rieting of the

Confcrence.

~CN UYLL T'Ne e('cthcrlanns): IT that Iase, T thimigit beght QC useful if I

7wrc a vrittenmstate:ent to tmis Ceemittoc, cohich culd be handed over to the

m tcx-_. Dgaommi Cee-ittccan wwhic -oulmaautalaticc-ng bri the question

before themeext r-eaging <ain.
I

TrE CH9-:JiN: I shwold; thdnk that -ould be satisfactcry. Is there further

discussion of this Article? Ie not, then I eekC o -it is agrccd tr- subject

tCthe aaee&c.-ns made.h.vAgbeer. .-..c. (2Erood..

The ncxt rcer thateI desi.e Io takc up (and. hope that I can dispose of

it rather quickly) is theetext of a revisCd draft of Article 65 which has been

hsndede to :C thit aftCreoon by tCommicrCtary of Coirittee III. There was a

_.emming ef a Sommio=etteC of Cc-.,ttoetIIIm ni ,his norrdng which agreed to this

text. ItshcuLd.uadd omm eee fall Ccraittcc IIs hasunot yet paSsed Upon it.

_ eCpcomhe delgatc frCangtom United Kirzdsme ill I amemt !:Ceif 1 -. iistaeon

im steting this rattcr, ao he is quite ccgnieaer of it. Ncvrcwheless, in vie-,

ofmehe lack cg tinc for goinGethrrugh aes ohc fo.mlitici cf processing the

report tommiugh a full Ccreittee, it was clt to be nmcessary to subrit this

revised draft of Articomm65 ee this Ccx=ittcc this afternoon. The intention,

as I undersmandeet, of Comiittcc IIow f theyefommec-; the roccircndations of

their Sub-Conitee, is to indicate in their reeport thammunc have coi=rauaated

to Cnnittce V. this text of a revioed. drnft ccntainirg -nat they thick should

be the tlet of Articioc 65. That wuld, as I say, be a part of the report to

the Confmmerence of Coittee III. Theirlreport llouid actua-iy contain this

revised text of Article 65, with that notation. pI shatld wove tht it v;uld

ot be necessary mmr this Coriittee to undertakemat ahis tine .discussion of

tha f shince oa t14s revised; ArtIcle 65. it represents the views of at

-l stmni See-Cormdmmttce of C.iItee Ill- itme ems to =c that it is more
_ 2s ;, w > f , Zi5
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their function than ours to decide what should be the fuctions of the

Commission on Business Practices, and I should suggest, therefore, that this

Committee merely takesnote of the fact that it has received such a report

and that the text of it is being contained in the report of Committee III,

and that we let the matter rest there.

MR QURESHI (India): Mr Chairman, I would like to suggest to the Chair that at

this stage we should take no note of this document, because, in the first

instance, we feel that it has only come from a Sub-Committee, and we do not

know what its fate will be or how it is going to be changed in the main

Committee. Again, we feel we have made a general recommendation that

various Commissions will be formed but yet it has not been fully

indicated as to what these Commissions will be. For instance, as was

pointed out by us, we do not yet know what will be the functions of, say,

the Industrial Commission when it is set up; so therefore I suggest that,

as far as this Committee is concerned, we should not take note of any of the

detailed functions of the Commissions; this should be done at the next stage

of the Committee, when the full picture is before us It will not, in our

Opinion, serve any useful purpose if a draft of a Sub-Committee which has not

oven been passed by the main Committee is noted by this Committee.

26.
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THE CHARMAN: I should explain,. although I had thought I had made it

plain, that the suggestion that we should take noteof it end transmit it

to the Interin Drafting Committee was qualified, to the effect that that

should be contingent upon the approval of the sub-committee' s report by

Committee III. Ordinarily of course we would wait for the approved

report of the full Committee. We are confronted however with the situa-

tion that we do not have time to wait for all these processes to be com-

pleted,and my suggestion was that this be transmitted subject to the

approval of the full Committee III. My interest in this so far as

Committee V is concerned is only that we conform to the formal requirements

of the procedure which has been set up, whereby these various commissions

do come under the jurisdiction of Committee V, nothwithistanding that

they really are concerned pri arily with other Committees of the Confer-
ence. We do have to find some means of conferming to the formal require-

ments of our assignment. That was my suggestion for doing so within the

very limited amount of time westill have available.

MR. HOLMES (United Kingdom) You have expressed almost exactly what I was

going to say. Would it not be possible for this Committee just to take

note - it would be gratifying, of course, if it were able to take note

with approval - of this draft, on the assumption that it will be passed,

as I think it will be, by Committee III ? It was I think always unfor-

tunate that these Articles which deal with the functions of the various

commissions should have formed part of the official agenda of this

Committee. We should feel it a pity if that led to their falling between

two stools altogether, but the general view of our Delegation, and I

think of others represented on Committee III, is that the substantive

part of the recommendations about restrictive business practices and the

functions of the commissions are really interdependent., and that there-

fore the present session should not really break up if it is to have;

as it will have something like a text of the Articles dealing with

restrictive business practices - that is, Articles 34 - 40 - and nothing-

said about the functions of the commissions. This draft of course is
ons' '
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in line A- thleOrticlos whi~ehhavado boon eoetd gcncrally; it is a

trans inionC;reo ormsc tcrzs of the functions of mmie eerAittco - a

frdthful transition, I think, but it maker it vozy difficult for the
Coi-ittee, or for certaen momberm cf CerIitteo 3II, to give their final

agreoment tc theeArticlos about restrictive business practices if they

do net quw o kaoy; eh-t thc functions of the commission to be sat up on

this subject are to be. So I eryld vcx strongly support what the

Chairman has said ae to thc conveni nny at~art rate of the procedure

whroby, if it is so thought fit, thms Com-witee rould at least. taee notch

of this draft, thereby peehaps rocognising that itmwas a matter .ore for \

Coidittee III then for itself, on the assumption that thie is thu toxt

wllch Pi_' be approvemmd byeeCince III itself.

.R. QMBESHI (Indaa): Iryem sorI to speak again eand tho up valiuable tme

but I do noy reallv thina that r useful purpose will ebe servd by taking

the matter iform.s oWe. C do not know whotherthqmmxr Co-aittecs will

eo - arc we only to a t as a's pt of 'oost office by just passing incom-

plete drafts on to the genefal draeting committee ? If so I fo not 2eel

vpry hap:y abopt the -osition of mhis Coomittee. On the otder hanl if

we are to give our consideration to thafte dare-s end send it hn to tie

Committee, we need more tine at our disposal.When thp full Picture

is before us we could t ke it .ore completeay. Th.t is how I felt, but

io the C-mmittee feels that we shall have to move in this matter, I

personally should not mind very much.

IRMANHA JATn I worder whether I can make the situatar cleeo in a few

words to the satisfaction of everybody. including myself ? I do not

Imawe-whethcr I can. I think that our. dilemma here arimes fron the fact

that this Committee was, promiblykiistahenly,amgiven ong its terms of

reference rhose Axticles dealing with the Commissions. I think probably

ithwould lave been better f the -Articles on the Commissions had never

been included in the first place in the terms of reference of this Com-

mittee. I think the experience of our conference nd theo work cf the

Comittees, and more thou ht on-our part, have preety clcarl.aiedicotCd
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that that is the case. However, theywere included in the terms of refer-

ence of this Committee,and the Chair is meroly concerned with getting

"off the spot", as it were, in the simplest way. The simplest way seems

to be, if you please, to act as a post office in the matter - receive the

report, not debate the report in the Committee here at all, but just pass

it on to the Interim Drafting Committee, complying with the formalties

and saving. time. It seems to me to be simpler to do that than go back

to a plenary session at this late date in the Conforence and say, "Sorry,

we think you made a mistake, you should never have given us these articles

in the first place."

MR. MERINO (Chilo)(Interprotation): I wish to ask one question: are we going

to have another meeting, so as to cnable us to take note of the suggestions

which will come from the Joint Committee of Committees Iand II ? That

Joint Committee, which is going to set up a further Commission on the

question of industricalisation and economic development ?

THE CHAIRMAN: If the situation develops in thatmanner, we could take note of

the suggestions of the other Committees at our last meeting.

MR. COLBAN (Norway): I quite agree with you, Mr. Chairman. We have already

decided in that way, so why do we here reopen that question ? We have

decided that the reports coming in from the other Committees of the

Preparatory Comamittee will have to be sent on to the Interim Drafting

Committee, and if they find then difficult to deal with, they will send

them to our conference in Geneva.

THECHEAIMAN: If that disnoses of the matter, we have ,one more matter on the

agenda this afternoon - a matter of some importance, and it is new six

o'clock. I do not know what the pleasure of the Committee would be with

reference to attempting to dispose of this last item, which is the report

by the joint Rapporteurs on voting and Executive Board membership. I had

hoped that we should have enough time to have not orly general comments

on this report but, also, while we were in the process of commenting upon

it, to have any detailed suggestions which the joint Rapporteurs would

wish to take into account in redrafting end ihcorporatng it in their

full report. What isthe pleasure of the Committee with regard to
-29-
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continuing our session beyond this point?

RESHI iI.2i(Lndia): I oaee gcnc through tahisandft 'am I personally feel that

whure -ille ot bs.much diffoerenewf vic owing toeth vcry. able manner in

which it ea bemmanc sued upebywthc pro Ra.porteursee I fool that IdshoulI

congretulemo thoa on very good job in very aulmasirmzrising ethe viws

eecrcsscd in tmms Coenittec.ee I fool ehat wc should not have another

meeting for a smill oh:ng cf thus nat-re but should continue to discuss

it no-. Plrsona-ly, I can say thae thesm recotmondatiens arc quite

acle bioto us. It hee boorn vey fairly done and if there is not much

discussion we could go ahead and finish, and that would give us a clear day.

A.THELJBFY (Peancc)eInterprotation) w ish do acd mmmco;-endation to that

exvecssod be tndc Idieangatecc.t;eendocd it marvemac-llous wob :hich

hee boar c--ried out be twc taoo^pecrtcurs in finding thear w.y about

me -:any andpcemolax discussions we haave hd. I thiek wr couompleces=lt

our tnow rwe ;wce av%. reachee thdcen of.-our questioan id it -woued bo a

pity ifdwe cid note akce thv lasopstc.. In order to clarify the position

I khinI dhe -isios-2Ln shoued befbrie; ppshaos it could last one hour

whichopewou uld enable us ompplemlete our task. If we do not finish

it thise afsrr. r, ysCr I ask when we shall hano maotmeet:ag?in?

TCHAIRMAN:!!g I amevcry much encouraged by the remarks bade by the

eglczates of India aFde?r-nce topeo;o that the second parf o` hisequcsnior

will nart iso. e boleevo we can pleueltc this tgnipht and I would like to

gorwsrorwd .ith iPe ?oph s -we shdula try; we ;c nocant finish we can

paphn;s meetaan,-i, but I believee cghou,ot c save our time and go ahead
no..
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Is there Objection to our going forward? Let us get that

matter settled first.

I take it there is not, and therefore the floor is now to

be given to delegates to discuss the content of this Report.

MR. DAO (China): Mr. Chairman, before discussing the content of the

Report may I introduce a word of explanation as one of the

Rapporteurs? I discussed with my colleague yesterday the

conclusions and recommendations. We had no time to discuss

the main body of the Report, but I am most grateful to my

colleague for the comprehensive Report he has prepared. At the

same time, I made a humble attempt, and my product is a short

one and is not as comprehensive as his. However, we had no time

to discuss my paper, either. In this explanation I do not mean

to detract from the value of the paper as far as the main body

of the Report is concerned. I have discussed the conclusions

and recommendations with my colIeague and wiith our Secretary,

and I am in accord with what is contained here.

THECHAIRMAN: Are there any remarks which any delegate wishes to

make on the document as a whole, beyond. those that have already

been made? If not, I think we ought to proceed to consider it

probably page by page.

MR. PALTHEY (France) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, since we now

approach the substantive question I again wish to congratulate

the Joint Rapporteurs, because they have faithfully reproduced

the results of the discussions re had here previously. We find

in this document a good many ideas, but few conclusions. I

think, therefore, we should clarify the conclusions, because I

cannot soe how the Drafting Committee which will-have to

clarify the ideas expressed by this Committee can be in a

position to ,draft these two Articles in the Charter and integrate

them to theReport. We had. three drafts here - the United
'-, , - -, * ;- ,

States dsrc ,(~hch7-ashe baSi'. owument), and then t,7o,

amendmonts- one proposed by the United Kingdom delegation
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and the joint amendment proposed by the Belgian and Netherlands

delegations. This last document does not seem to have been

included in W.5. wichwe now have before us, Could we not

take upthe question of the organization and the vote in the

light of all the ideas which were expressed here, and then

come to a dedision on the text submitted by the Belgian
delegation? I think we might perhaps reach a compromise

which would be satisfactory to all, and if any delegation

here was not satisfied then the Interim Drafting Committee

would receive instructions to draft an alternative text,

but we must have precise instructions for the Drafting

Committee,which mustbe in a position to write one, two

or there e alternative texts and know exactly what is to be

included in those texts regarding the question of the vote.

Could we not, therefore, take up the question and have a

full discussion of the Belgian proposal?

MR. PARANAGUA (Brozil):Mr Chairman,a think I put forward a

proposal, too Therewere not only three, but four. My

proposal is not only on the record, but it is a document

which was distributed.

THE SECRETARY: The Brazilian proposalwas distributed as

Committee Document No. 28.

MRPARANAGUA (Brazil): Well,may this document be taken in the

same way as the other proposals?

Then I have some observations, not about the Report,

but about the Conclusions. The first Conclusion reads: "The

majority of delegates favour the principle of one country one

vote in the Conference". I think the majority of the delegates

favour one country one vote in the Conference and in the

Executive Board. That is what is lacking here. It should

be "in the Conference and in the Executive Board".

Then with regard to Conclusion No. 2 --

THE CHAIRMAN: Before we go to that, we had better dispose of that
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point right now. I' think your observation is correct. I am

open to be corrected on it, but if that is the case could we

not agree to those words now? If there is no objection we

simply add "and in the Executive Board".

MR. PARANAGUA (Brazil): Then with regard to Conclusion No. 2, I

am perhaps in a difficult position to say, but this expression

"A strong minority" looks to me like wishful thinking. I cannot

see any need to put "A strong minorityy. It was a minority

pure and simple.

THE CHAIRMAN: Before I recognise the delegate of Canada I think

I had better let the delegate of Australia respond to that.

MR. BURY (Australia): I see no harm in striking out the word

" strong". We really put it in because we thought some

indication should be given that this view was strongly held

3 (Laughter) - well, vigorously held by four countries, all

of Whom count for quite a lot in international trade. However,

it would seem to me quite in order to strike but "strong".
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MR LEPAN (Canada): As a member of the minority, I have no objection to.

the excision of the word, "strong." I can see that this ought to be a

very unemotional document, and in the interests of an unemotional con-

clusion, I would agree.

THECHAIRMAN: Are we agreed to strike out the word "strong;" - either that

or else add the word "large" in paragraph 1 bofore "majority,which I

would prefer.

MR HOUTMAN (Belgium) (Interpretation): Could we say "dynamic minority"?

With a view to reaching a compromise I would like to suggest the phrase

"very energetic", but I do not press my point.

THE CHAIRMAN: I take it that we are agreed to strike out the word "strong"?

(Agreed)
MRPARANAGUA (Brazil): With regard to the three periods of membership of

the Board set out in the United States draft Charter, that is largely
unquestioned; it would be unquestioned here if you did not take into

consideration my porposol of five years. But as I proposed five years,

I think it is questioned.

MR BURY (Australia): Mr Chairman, as the Delegate of Brazil will note,

his proposition is mentioned on page 4 of the report, and it was just

to cover that point at we did insert the words "largely unquestioned."

But there is that one proposal, that in certain circumstances the time

should be five years. That is the Whole point. We thought that the word

"largely" would perhaps draw attention to that. But if the Brazilian

delegate would be in a position to suggest some other way of indicating

thatpperhaps in the vast majority of cases it was never in doubt, perhaps

he would do so.

MR PARANAGUA (Brazil): I should like to drop No.4 because we talked very

little about three or five years; there is only the proposal of three

years in each case. This proposal of five years was discussed very little

in regard to the term of executive directors. The discussions was on other

subjects.

MR BURY ( Australia.): It was largely, Mr Chairman, for that very reason that
34.
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it was not discussed thatwe thought it advisable to insert it here

to bring it before people's attention. It definitely was not discussed,

but we thought it might be helpful if the fact that it was not discussed

was made fairly obvious.

MR PARANAGUA (Brazil): I am looking at the first recommendation about

delegates favouring weighted -;htcd voingpreparingschemes.Irearirn, sc en~cs. T would like

to prepareanalteeend that to readb, as^newrr ltornative schm Tu vie staft

from the ericanew dra-eX and, aldbes an calortivc, t wouj;' another

asacheme, not sewomething ndntrpy.p Thii mos you should -r-:e a sche-m

like that; it isAman trnative toi te 2'ncan scheme. That is, as it

ipeakingabs alalreaday in Noa.2, s\; it v.tllern.tie drifts Tha.tis a11 I

have to sy.

L HOiES (UK): e!LChaairmano, I would glikaboutc t s cy werdif I mi, ;^c1

tMhe fiarst reeecondaatwLn. iy aiep- h 'boo at vre re !gred in

afting,rirci,,l) thao-r. bcommee sh-ulde. nvited to illustrate

in concrete terems for bconsidreatimeon y the nxt etipnga of the Preartory

Coittcethe effect ernaof the mbinationsalto:.e co.zAions of the suggested

elementsg in weighted votiwon. I think that uld represent a little

better guidanceommittee;to thedgdreafting citta; itwrul -ivc them something

they could dboo quietly ith reference -ks pat their hand; and it re-esents

a little more closely what we had in mind.

MR BUmY (Austroia): jMTrCh.aran, the IpientgJut raised 1bythe dcl-ae

of the United Kingdom was oecne that caused us so oncern, and we were

not quite summre what we shouldAsherecoend in this case. c scaid, that

was suggested - in fact, he sugested it - but the ruling of the Chair at

pthe time was that it erhoswould. me rathereeoutside the terrsof reforne

of the drafting committee. There woas also another suggestin, that those

who fahovoured weighted voting suldn form a psub-comrmittee ad draw u

somethipng specific whichawvuld erhaps form the bsis of consideration

by the drafting committee. We felt tghat nothing yet had emered in a

suiciently concrete form to send on to the drafting committee. I
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would suggest, however, that it may be suitable for that sub-committee

still to function and draw up something specific which could be handed

to the drafting committee.

THE CHAIRMAN: The Chair would like to say that his recollection was that

he did on at least two occasions in the course of one of our meetings

urge that the delegates whc favoured a weighted system of voting should

try to concert their views and come to some uniform set of recommendations

as to how it should be carried out. I believe that this first recommen-

dation does effectively reflect that, but there was no dissent expressed

to that. On the question as to whether the interim drafting committee

could appropriately concern itself with a study of the various alter-

native possibilities for a weighted system, I did say that I had some

doubt, in view of the discussions that had occurred at the meetings cf

the Heads cf Delegations, whether that would be a proper function of

an interim drafting committee. I notice that on that latter point there

is a reference to that on page 2. I am not sure that I may not have

Overstated the case, and perhaps it wouldhave been better to have said

on page 2, in the next but last paragraph,"though there might be a

question as to whether this function would be outside its terms of

reference." It is conceivable that an interim drafting, committee might

give some attention to this matter an try to find a way out, although

I had felt that it mightbe somewhatoutside its terms of reference.

The Chair would like to see Recommendation No.1 stand as it is and would

like to urge, for a third time, that the delegates who favour a weighted

voting system. draw up something more than has been prepared thus far

for the use of' the interim drafting coomittee.

MR HOLMES (UK): Mr Chairman, I had been about to suggest that that reference

to yourself on page 3 was perhaps not altogether appropriate in this

report, though I would have no objection whatever to it being altered

to some such phrase as, "though it was questionnedwhether its function

would be within the terms of reference", or something like that.

THECHAIRMAN: I should like to have that.
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MR HOLMES (UK): Yes; but as regards the other suggestion, I think it is

very difficult to include as a recommendation in a final report of this

Session of the Preparatory Committee, but that delegates to the Session,

who will then each of them be functus officio, should get together and

produce a scheme. That would be, so to speak,projecting the activities

of the Session beyond its close. That, I think, deals with what I want

to say on that point. On the point as t whether we should still try

to produce a scheme out of the various suggestions which have been made

for the elements of weighted voting, the difficulty, as I see it, is

this, that this requires a great deal of quiet research and study if you

are going to try to translate that into terms of votes, because you

have to study it rather carefully.

N. fols. 37.
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I woud illustrate my point by taking one of theteriacrite here "national

":incom, If' you take that as an illustration, you would find that a certain

amount of research would be required as to what national Income meant and.

hat it was, which is a thiààng thita is vefrcyltdifiu for us to do here

and now in the welter of óthis Cnference. That is why we felt that it was nct

imat aIppropriate that, with some generalacguidee as to the elements.which

various people wished to be included, the Drafting Committee would be able

to do whatwe cannot very well do ourselves here and now. For instance,

they could takeo the riginal United Kmingdo scheme that we put up in a

pe and sawy -W- they think that would look like; and they could say that

if other elements were added, or one of them, it would make such and such

an alteration in terms of votes. I think it is very difficult for us to do

that here because, as I say, a good deal of research and quiet study would be

needed. Of courses if the Cmomittee feels that it is not prepared to invite

the Interim Drafting Cornittee to do any such thg,in then I take it that the

view of the minority must be left on record, and it would be, I think, the

ish ofmz delegation at least to .have it recorded thit a suggestion in these

terms for an invitation to the Drafting Committee wasm ade.

HET HCAIMANR: The Chair desires to notethat on page 3 of this rpeort it is

already noted that the Interim. Draftign Committee could take note of the

schemes for weighted voting which governments might consider, and in addition

it isp roposed that in the detailed instructions to the Drafting Cmomittee thee

should also be a specific notation made of the desire of the United Kingdom

that their suggestions as to weighted voting be taken into cacount.

R. BURY (Austwalia): I think there is a lot 'of subdance inrwhat Ml Holtes says -

that this is, when it comes to detailed study, much nore the kind of thing

which the Drafting Committee might devote its attention to than a Committee of

this character, where it would be quite out of place. But I cannot help

looking at it from the point of view of the Drafting Committee. It does not

seem to me that there is anything sufficiently concrete to guide them. If

we could pass on to them a recommendation (or a minority recommendation)

that they consider various schemes of weighted voting; the criteria which

are to be taken into account are set forth and the relativeweightsor some
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indication of relativeweights tobe given to each kind of element, or a

number of alternative arranargements between the criteria, and then they

were asked to draw up a detailed scheme showing the points which would be

allotted to each nation according to the weights given, then the Drafting

Committee might have something to go on. It does not seem to me at

present that they really would know where to start on the problem.

THECHAIRMAN: The feeling that I have about that is that it is really not a

matter that can be satisfactorily handled bythe Interim Drafting Committee,

ncr is it a matter of which we can dispose at this time, and it would seem

to me that about all that can be done is to leave the matter open for the

next meeting of this Conference, and meanwhile one would hope that the

countries that are interested in having a weighted voting system would

eìther jointly or severally do a great deal more work on the subject and

appear at the next Conference vith some streamlined suggestions for the

implementation of their ideas.

MRDAO (China): I am in entire agreement with your remarks.

MRPALTHEY (France): So am I - wholeheartedly.

MRHOUTMAN (Belgium): I also agree.

THECHAIRMAN: The Chair seems accidentally to have hit upon a solution of

something!

MR NAUDE (South Africa): Does that mean you will strike out of this report

on page 3 the suggestion that it should be referred to the Interim

Drafting Committee for the formulaticn and exposition of alternative

schemes, etc.?

MR.HOLMES (U.K.): That is a matter of faet. I thnk it was suggested

THECHAIRMAN: That suggestion was made and this is merely recording the

fact. Now we are apparently agreeing not to follow up the suggestion.

MR NAUDE (South Africa): In effect, on your interpretation., that means that

the int rested members will not be able in the Interim Drafting Committee

to raise the issue at all?

THECHAIRMAN: I take it that they are free to raise that matter

individually if they care to do so, but this Committee is not recommending

that that sort of thing be done on any systematic basis. Is there
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any further discussion on any part of this document? We have been

considering chiefly the conclusions, and the delegate of France had

raised a question at the beginning of our discussion of which I have not

lost sight at all, but I thought meanwhile, since we are considering this

as a narrative and not at the moment considering what the draft instructions

might be, wemight pass on it first as to its acceptability as an account of

what the Committee did do.

MR HOLMES (U.K.): If it is in order, could I raise a point on page 1

MR HOLMES (U.K.): I do not think there is anything controversial about this:

it is the last line of the second paragraph. There is a reference to

"dependent -territories, the economies of which differed radically from

their own". I have no objection to that phrase, which is, of course,

perfectly true, but it does not perhaps represent the full story, and I

would suggest for consideration that some such expression as the following

might be added, putting a comma instead of a full stop at "own": "some of

which had an effective .measure of autonomy in matters within the scope of

the proposed Organisation."

THE CHAIRMAN: Is there any objection to that change? . Apparently not.

Are there any other points?
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MR. . NAUDE (Union of South Africa.): I am sure this weighted voting, will be

heardof again, so in order that the Interim Drafting Committee may have the

complete picture I would reccall that, in working out the formulac for

weighted voting, not only would there be a minimum, there would also be a

maximum.

MR. HOLMES (United Kingdom): There might be.

THE CHAIRMAN: Is that acceptable? There does that come in the text?
MR. NAUDE (Union of South Africa): It does not appear, so far as Iknow; I

only saw the document this afternoon. We could leave it to the Rapporteur

to put it in.

THECHAIRMAN: Any further comments?

MR. KELLOGG (United States): I would like to ask what this does to Recommendations

No. 1? Is it totally struck out?

MR. . BURY (Australia): I suggest it could well be struck cut, and left to the

countries concerned.

THE CHAIRMAN: Recommendation 1? I think that is a good suggestion, if I may say¹
so.

MR. BURY (Australia): may say that in putting it in we did it just to draw

attention to the conclusion we had come to, not so much because of its own

importance.

THE CHAIRMAN: The Chair would like to suggest one or two slight alterations,

if it is in order. I do not want to get in ahead of the members of the

Committee. They are not important changes and I think they could be very

quickly considered. In the first place, on page 1, the next to the last

paragraph, first line. Probably the Delegate of Brazil and probably some

other Committee members would be pleased if we took out the words "seemed to"

and just said "the majority of Delegations favoured in principle."

MR. PARANAGUAS (Brazil): That would be in accordance withmy conclusions.

The CHAIRMAN: On page 2, near the bottom of the page, paragraph (a). I will

read what precedes it.

"Others only discussed the proposals on the hypothesis of a weighted
system being adopted, without prejudice to their preference for the
one nation one vote principle. The criteria put forward were cri-
ticised on the following grounds:

(a) Undueweight would be given to small interests at the
-41-
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expense of much larger ones".

I do not recall that discussion, but it impossible, reading it in isolation

here, to understand what could possibly have been in anybody' s mind in

connection with (a) as related to weighted. voting. Let me add that. I do

not say that it is wrong, but I am sure that it is not complete.

MR. BURY (.Australia): I must confess that I was not quite clear myself, but

I wanted to be complete and it is a point made by the Indian Delegate,

and this is lifted. from the record. That is what was said. Perhaps it

would be fairer to suggest that if the Committee would leave it to me

I would seek some clarification from the Indian Delegate, and make it

clearer.

THECHAIRMAN: It is not clear to the Chair how any system of weighted voting

would have the result of giving undue weight to small interests at the

expense of larger ones. I think the argument ran just the other way.

Therefore I think the interim Drafting Committee is entitled to some

clearer information. These are not instructions, but I think the Con-

ference is entitle to have a clear statement on the point.

My final point is on page 3, under "Executive Board". The first,

sentence roads:

"The sponsors of weighted voting suggested that an alternative
might be the provision of permanent seats on the Executive Board
for members of chief economic importance."

It seems to me that to start that paragraph with that sentence is some-

whatmisloading . It would be better, think, to start the paragraph in

this way:
and opponents.

"Many of the Committee, including both the sponsors/of weighted.
voting, felt that there should be provision of permanent seats
on the Executive Board for members of chief economic importance."

Then I think the rest would run along all right.

MR. HOLMES:(United Kingdom): If I might just go back to the two paragraphs

before that. It says,

"It was generallyagreed that delegates favouring the weighted.
principle should constitute themselves into a small committee.."

Perhaps it might be better to say "could constitute themselves" etc.

"but the difficulties of dealing with the subject in detail in the middle

of this Conference," or some such words, "were pointed out".
- 42-
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THE ChHAUMA:N I do not believe the PlenayrConfrenec ecuold miss it if w

simply struck out that sentence.

R.MHOS LME(United Kingdm)o: No.

M. RDAO (China): On page 4 it is stated:

"It was suesggted that it would be bettr eto establish criteria
for selecting peranment members ther than to nacdteheinmn the
Charter."

bIelieve the suggestion was also made that they should be named in the

Charter. {W have not come to any conclusion, but I think the ospsibility

of naming thm eshould be mentioned.

R.M LAURENCE (New Zealand): In paragraph 3 of gepaI we have alrajr ystruck

out the wrdos se"redm to". We might soalstricken cut "it seeedm" in the

fourth line of the smea agparrah pand substitute "was" - "it was generally

agreed."

.RM. BURY (Australia): I do nt othink that wulod be true.

T1 ECW'HAIRN: The Chair is not in a ospitin oto say what wulod be the spmt

likely rendering without having the record. The Rapporteurs have been

over it; I do not nokw if .mMBury thinks it is bettr ethat way; I will

stand with him.

R.M JRUY (Australia): I ulwod not worry. It is not a point of substance,

but I do not think you could say very strongly that it was agreed. it

does nt osee tmo me to matter.

MR. HOESLM(United Kigdna)m: I ouwld like to support the suggestion that the

word "seemed" be omitted, if the Comaittee would agree, because I think it

is in accordance with the general spirit in iichh we have been meeting

that we should not press for agreements quite so much perhaps as for

getting a full exchange of views. That is really what we came here for

MR. BY-UR(Australia): I ouwld agree to that. Let us put "asw".
MRECHEMANIR: Apparently the preponderance of view : tio make it "WS

generally agreed". Are there any other points to be brought up with

reference to this document as such?

The Delegate of rancFe raised a question at the beginning of our dis-

cussio thnat really has not been faced by the Committee. We passed on
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to a consideration of the content of this document, but he raised a very

pertinent question; would he like to take the matter upagain?

MR. PALTHEY (France) (Interpretation): The conclusions which have been

reached seem to me to be correct but in pargraph 5 of the conslusions

there are a number of questions which have not yet been answered. I there-

fore want to knowwhether the Committee wishes to give no answer to these

questions for the time being? In that case they would naturally wish to

take them up in the second session of the Prepartory Committee. Or do

they, on the contrary, want to give instructions to the Interim Drafting

Committee?

THE CHAIRMAN: I should te glad to hear the views of the Committee on that.

It is a very pertinent question.

MR.HOUTMAN (Belgium)(Interpretation): I for one would be satisfied if we

referred them to the second session of the Preparatory Committee.

MR. PALTHEY (France) (Interpretation): I think in that case we should add

another sub-paragraph regarding the system of voting on the Executive

Board, because if the majority has been against the weighted system in the

Conference it may very well be that the same majority will be in favour of

the weighted system in the Executive Board. At least, the question may

arise again..

MR. PARANAGUA (Brazil)(Interpretation): This question has been dealt with

aIready and we have approved a suggestion to the effect that in paragraph 1

we should mention the Confrence and the Executive Board. However, if the

majority is in favour of having one vote one country in the conference and

in the Executive Board, then the question is settled. We dealt with that

when we dealt with the setting up of the Executive Board.

MR. PALTHEY (FRance)(Interpretation): I only thought it had been dealt with

regarding the Conference, and it might be taken up again.

MR. PARANAGUA (Brazil) (Spoke in French - not interpreted)

MR. PALTHEY (France) (Spoke in French - not interpreted).

THE CHAIRMAN: I think some of the English-speaking members are getting into a

corner. Could we have the translation please? Or start again?
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MR. PALTHEY (France) (Interpretation): The situation is this. I raised the

problem of the vote in the Execxutive Board, then the Delegate of Bra=il

said that the voting in the Executive Board was decided when we dealt with

the question of the Conference, and he said that the system of one vote for

one country had been adopted with respect to the Executive Board. I

Myself agree, but I wish to know if the Committee has now adopted that

proposal.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think the Committee have adoptod that proposal but I think

it might be possible to go a little further in the case of voting in the

Executive Board. As the Committtee adopted this it was with a majority

of the Delegates favouring the principle of one country one vote in the

Conference and, in the Executive Board, I suspect that if we separated

the two and asked whether there was any dissent from having the principle

.of one country one vote in the Executive Board the answer would be that

we should not have a majority, we should have unanimity, I wonder whether

we cannot agree unaninmously here, that in the Executive Board there

should be one country one vote? In the absence, I should add, of any

system of weighted voting in the Conference. Ifwe agree to that we

can set out the conclusions that way. I believe the Delegate of Belgium

asked to speak?

MR. HOUTMAN (Belgium)lnterpretation) I wish we could come to a conclusion,

because it is 7 p.m. We have studied the problem in all possible ways

and the Belgian Delegation has played a considerable part in that study

So far we have not reached any conclusion. I do not believe we shall.

MR. LEPAN (Canada): I wonder if I might suggest, especially. in view of the

fact that some of the members have had to leave, that we leave (1)

exactly as it stands at the moment?

THE CHAIRMAN: There is apparently no unanimity, so the only thing we can do

is to leave It to stand that way.
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THE CHAIRMAN: Very well. There is apparently not theunanimity I

was hoping for, so let it stand that way. It is getting very

late now and if we can close now I think we should do so. There

are just one or two things I want to say.

MR. HOLMES (United Kingdom): Might I say one word Mr. Chairman?

That is, I think it might be found, if we had more time to look

at the whole Report, that he sole Recommendation reads rather

peculiarly, because most of the objections which have been made

to the Interim, Drafting Committee being instructed to prepare

something about weighted voting on the basis of the rather

conflicting views and elements which have been mentioned really

applies to them being told to produce alternative drafts about

seats, or the number of seats, for instance. Would it not be

better to leave the whole Report with the Conclusions, without

a Recommendattion at all?

MR. BURY (Austrtalia): Mr. Chairman, our initial reaction, I think,
was just the same as that of the delegate for the United Kingdom,

that there really was not enough meat for them to draft

alternatives, and, even if they did, that it would not really

serve very much purpose because there are such major questions

of substance to solve, and probably it has not yet reached a

suitable stage for drafting.
THE CHAIRMAN: Is there any further discussion on this matters

MR. BURY (Australia): It is a question of whether the Committee

wants them to do anything about this or not, Mr. Chairman.

THE SECRETARY: Mr. Chairman, as far as the Recommendation is concerned

it will be my underdtanding that that would not remain in the

Report in that form, That was put there more for the purpose of
focussing discussion this afternoon, unless the Raporteurs
correct me Naturally, any instructions to the Drafting Committee
will be set out in the appropriate part of the report, namely, 4

Part 2. It would not come in Part 1, which is intended to be

rather narrative in its form.
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MR. BURY (Australia) That is correct, Mr. Chairman. This is

merely what people in this Committee should do about it. It

is notwhat they should necessarily pass on.

THE CHAIRMAN.: The Chair would just like to say that it shares

the view. stressed by some others iin the Committee, that the

R-pprtoers have_ dne an e~xcllernt job on trhs part of the

oReort (:"Hear,rhear");cnad, secondly, t onmntion the plans

frotnhexet emeti.ng hTe tentative plan, I think, is to emet

a ain o nTeudsay rmoning, :NowTherewilly be, I sup:poses a great.dealofmaterialforthi,o Co mitt eeto ogo vre as the aRopprtuersOcompletetheirwork,andIsshould!usoppse that if *Ke Report'couldbeavailablesoonerthan htta and could/eb consideredlate_onMonday,itwould be better' to :meetsoonert than TusedayMmorning,butI ac not suupposethatanoybdy knosw. no- twheher
it 'wouldbe rpossible to have a meeting latreon Monday. Isuggest,therefore,thatweJeplanthat at th elatest thercIshouldbeameetingonTuesday, but that therelmight be a
nnoticeon Monday t ohave a 'meeting earlier than that. I ownder_whetherthatisasuitabledispo4itioroftheSmatterhwetherhtat is asuit-kbe~disposition ofthe amtter?

BMR.URY (Asutalia) : I hate t oprolon- tihs meotin,g rM. Chairman,but it would cbe some to the Rapporteursto heav the
efelingoftheCommittee on whether the Rerpot should be

fai ly oln; and dteailde. In the Caseo f voting it aws so

umch a subject fo dissent and varvin gvisewthat it :ws perhaps

desirable to deal wit hit in rgeratet detail than som eof the

othre matter, but cw uwold like, the feelin gof the Comimttee

on ho wdetialde they owuid ilk. thier Report to be.

THE ?CHAIRMAN: Of colrse, I d onot awnt to anticipate the viesw

odf e =members of the Conmitte,e but one tghing occurs to me

immediately, and that is that it seems to me that som eeffort

should be made to find out in hwat detail the Rapporteurs of

the othre Comtmitees are treating their material; that there
ought. to be some consistency in th eamnenr of treatment of
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the subject-matter as amongst the various Rapporteurs, and I

should think it might depend in part upon how much detail

relative to what there is to be done - it is all a

relative matter- is worked out by the other Committees.

MR. PALTHEY (France) (Interpretation) : Mr. Chairman, I think

the Report should be fairly brief, but it will be up to the

Rapporteurs to decide on what points they are going to dwell

at greater length than on others. In fact, I think there

would be every advantage in having a short Report, because

it will be, more quickly completed,and we will have shorter

discussions.

THE CHAIRMAN: Somebody once asked President Lincoln in my

country how long a man's legs should be, and he answered

"Long enough to reach from his body to the around" Maybe

that is the answer to this question.

If there is no further discussion we adjourn.

The Committee rose at 7.17 p.m.
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